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Abstract 
The bow of the icebreaker is the most important part of the hull structure, the strength and shape of which will have 
direct impact on the effect of ice-breaking performance. This thesis bases on the research of bow forms of ice breaker, 
simulating and meshing the modes of the bow part with the help of the software ANSYS ICEM, and calculating with 
introduction of the software FLUENT. The demonstration and comparison of the bow styles of the inland icebreaker 
base on the characteristics of the Songhua River, and the climatic facts of the Harbin Area. 
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1. Introduction 
This thesis, whose supporting project is Yilan Hydropower Junction, comes from the Research on the 
key technology of the icebreaking &navigation. The Songhua River which is frozen from early November 
every year to April next year, the ice thickness of which is up to 0.81m. During the thawing period, the 
river ice fractures to irregular formation. [1]. Based on these mentioned environment, the working effect 
of the icebreaker depends upon the selective form of the bow. According to the project requirement, the 
design principal dimensions are: 
Lw1    31.57m              L        30.55m 
B        7.60m              D        2.10m 
ds        1.25m              d         1.35m 
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s         0.50m              r        0.75m 
2. Simulations 
The common types of icebreaker bow include the following:ķLinear bevel bowĸWhite bow Ĺ
Melville bow ĺ Spoon bow with reamer Ļ Large angle extraversion bow.(2) According to the 
characteristics of Songhua River, select typeķ and typeĸ is suitable for ice-breaking. [2].[3].[4]. The 
models of these two forms are built with the help of ANSYS ICEM. As shown in the Fig. 1. and Fig. 2.: 
 
Fig. 1. Model of the icebreaker with large angle extraversion bow ( Model 1 ) 
 
Fig. 2. Model the of icebreaker with linear bevel bow ( Model 2 ) 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of two bow types 
Mesh generation as shown in Fig. 4. and  Fig. 5: 
 
Fig. 4. Mesh of  Model 1 
 
Fig. 5. Mesh of  Model 2 
 
Fig. 6. Detailed mesh of linear bevel bow 
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Fig. 7. Detailed of large angle extraversion bow 
3. Discussion 
By calculation, the force loaded on the Model 1 direct to the stern is equal to 223.093021N, the 
counterpart of Model 2 is equal to 618.88873N. 
 
Fig. 8. Calculated result of Model 1 
 
Fig. 9. Calculated result of Model 2 
    Fig. 8. and Fig. 9. Show the force loaded along the longitudinal direction of Model 1 that is smaller 
than Model 2, which means the linear bevel bow presents a little better than the large angle extraversion 
bow in the aspect of ship speed. Ship speed ensures the continuous ability of ice-breaking, so the linear 
bevel bow makes a more efficient job when the river ice is very thin.  There is a experiential formula 
given by Milano:  
             ˄1˅ 
             
2hCF  V                                                                     (2) 
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              Į üüangle of  bow 
              ȕ üüangle of  bow side  
               fküüdynamic friction coefficient of hull and ice 
               Füüdownward force loaded on ice  
              V üüflexural strength of ice 
               Cüüboundary condition numberˈtake 0.425 
By the Milano formula, the result for Model 1 is 4304.0. kgf, the result for Model 2 is 6184.4 kgf 
This formula is based on the assumption that when the icebreaker is working, all the energy would be 
consumed in icebreaking resistance, and the other resistance is negligible. 
This virtual ice size can be modeled as a 15m h 15m h 0.3m rectangle, one of whose edges is free, 
and the other three edges are rigidly fixed, and the force load around the midpoint of the free edge. 
 
    
Fig. 10. Cloud picture of fatigue on  z-axis for  Model 1(a) and  Model 2 (b) 
Fig. 10. shows that Model 2 is more efficient than Model 1 in ice-breaking. 
4. Conclusion 
(1) Among the many types of icebreaker bow, the linear bevel bow and the large angle of extraversion 
bow are fit to Songhua River. 
(2) The calculation of the two models of different bow styles show that large angle of extraversion 
bow is better than the linear bevel bow in the terns of ice-breaking. But in tthat situation, the river ice is 
very thin, the linear bevel bow is better.  
(3) Compared with these two different type bows, the large angle extraversion bow is more suitable for 
the icebreaker driving in Songhua River. 
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